Abstract. A technique for segmenting and reconstructing range images of polyhedral objects is presented. A piecewise-linear approximation based on a triangulation of the image is computed rst. Optimization techniques are applied next to detect jump and crease edges, to eliminate false boundaries, and to merge nearly coplanar triangles into larger polygonal patches.
Introduction
The visible portion of a real world scene framed by a range image is a piecewisesmooth surface de ned by the graph of a bivariate function, with discontinuities of various order along characteristic lines. The range image is a noisy, sampled version of the surface. In order to extract useful information, the image plane can be segmented into coherent regions, corresponding to homogeneous smooth surfaces in the scene, and each surface patch can be reconstructed through a suitable function that ts data.
Several techniques for segmenting and reconstructing range images have been developed in the literature (e.g., 1, 3, 4, 6] ). Here, we propose a surface-oriented method that combines re nement and aggregation to provide a segmentation of a range image, and its representation through a piecewise-linear surface.
An important characteristic of this method is the use of irregular triangulations to segment the image. Triangulations result more adaptive than recursive decomposition schemes based on regular shapes (e.g., quadtrees), which are traditionally used in split-and-merge methods. Triangulations have been used extensively to reconstruct continuous surfaces, but they have been seldom applied to image processing. A recent triangulation-based reconstruction technique, which allows to deal with surface discontinuities has been proposed in 3]. Such a technique uses traditional contour-oriented segmentation and labeling techniques to detect characteristic lines in the image, which are used next to compute a constrained triangulation: much work is performed at pixel level, while limiting the use of triangulations to a nal reconstruction stage. A peculiarity of the method proposed here is that image pixels are considered only during an initial re nement stage to build a fragmentation of the image into triangles. The rest of processing performs aggregation on a subdivision of the image into polygonal regions (initially trianlges), while disregarding the underlying pixel grid.
Problem de nition
An orthographic range signal of a scene is a piecewise-smooth function f : IR 2 ?! IR de ned as follows: for each point X in a frame (i.e., a rectangular window on a plane) D IR 2 , f(X) is the distance between X and the rst point of an object in the framed scene that is hit by a ray through X and perpendicular to the frame plane. Assuming that the framed scene is composed of objects bounded by piecewise-smooth surfaces, f is describable by a partition of D into a nite number of regions R = fR 1 ; : : : ; R k g, such that f is represented over each region R i by a smooth function i belonging to family F = f 1 ; : : : ; k g. Given a zero-mean random noise process n, we callf = f + n a noisy signal of f, and we consider a range image as a sampled version off. A regular grid over a frame D is a subdivision of D into rectangular regions of uniform size, called pixels; the points at the corners of pixels are called vertices. A range image I off is a restriction off to the centers of pixels, and it is represented as a two dimensional array of N N values, where I ij =f(x(i); y(j)), and the vector function (x(); y()) gives the centers of all pixels for i; j 2 f1; : : :; Ng.
Letf be a real-valued function described on D by (R;F). The error in approximatingf byf on the basis of I is de ned as E(f) = max i;j=1:::N jf(x(i); y(j)) ? I ij j:
The approximate segmentation/reconstruction problem for I, at precision " > 0 is to nd a minimal representation (R;F), such that E(f) < ".
Ideally, all discontinuities of f -and only such lines -should appear as boundaries of regions ofR. In practice, the precision threshold will in uence the quality of the result. The value of " can be set according to the expected variance of the noise a ecting I: in general, the smaller its value, the larger the number of regions in T , and the smaller their size.
In the following, polyhedral scenes, i.e., signals that can be represented in terms of polygonal subdivisions and linear functions, will be considered. The method we propose is also useful ato obtain approximate polygonal segmentatations, and piecewise-linear reconstructions of scenes with curved objects.
Given T , a piecewise-linear fragmented surface f T is de ned as follows. For each triangle t of T , for each vertex v i of t, i = 0; 1; 2, consider the pixel X i incident into v i and whose intersection with t has maximum area. f T is de ned over t as the linear function interpolating range values at the centers of pixels X i , i = 0; 1; 2, restricted to t. Note that di erent triangles incident into a vertex v can have di erent range values at v, thus yielding a possible jump at every edge of T (see Figure 1a) .
We are interested in nding T such that E(f T ) " for a given " 0. T is built based on a simple heuristic technique that iteratively re nes an initial triangulation covering D by inserting one new vertex at a time, until the required precision is reached. This algorithm is reminiscent of a technique proposed rst in 5] to reconstruct continuous surfaces. This re nement technique naturally tends to select points along characteristic lines of the image, hence approximating such lines through edges of the triangulation. Such good behavior, which had already been demonstrated in the literature for continuous surfaces, is con rmed in our experiments for the noncontinuous case of range data. Figure 2a) : if P ij 6 = P ij+1 then f T is necessarily discontinuous along the edge common to t ij and t ij+1 . We wish to maintain such a discontinuity only if it corresponds to a jump. In order to eliminate a discontinuity, we need to make P ij and P ij+1 equal. We consider the sequence P i0 ; P i1 ; : : : ; P i h , where P i0 = P i h , as a noisy sample of a piecewise-constant univariate signal at points 0; 1; : : :; h: each constant segment of the signal spans all P ij s that should share the same range value. We reconstruct the signal in the interval 0; h] through a function u i that ts data, and that satis es the constraint u i (0) = u i (h). The technique used to reconstruct u i is a modi cation of the weak elastic string described in 2]: u i is modeled as an elastic string under weak continuity constraints; breaks are placed in the string where the continuity constraint is violated. An energy is associated to the string, which is composed of three terms: P: the sum of penalties for each discontinuity P = Parameter is a coe cient of strength of the string: the higher ts value, the less discontinuities we get. Weights w i tends to maintain the result faithful to range values of large triangular patches. Parameter is aimed to prevent continuous segments of u i to be slanted.
The non-convex energy of the string E = D + S + P must be minimized. To this aim, we have used an iterative algorithm that implements the Graduated Non-Convexity technique proposed in 2], whose details are omitted here for brevity. Jump edges are detected by applying such operation to all vertices of the triangulation (see Figure 2b ). Remaining edges of T must be classi ed next into crease edges, and dummy edges, i.e. edges separating nearly coplanar patches. Detection of creases is performed through a similar optimization technique, although this time an energy is computed over the whole surface. We consider the piecewise linear function f T currently de ned on the triangulation, and we t to such function another piecewise-linear functionf that minimizes an energy depending on its distance from f T , on its \smoothness", and on the amount of creases in it. Functionf is obtained by modifying the range values assumed by f T at the vertices of triangles, while maintaining the continuity along non-jump edges. Details are omitted here for brevity.
After identifying creases, patches adjacent along dummy edges are merged. The resulting structure is a planar subdivision of the image frame, made of polygonal regions (see Figure 1c) .
Each tiny region, whose area is smaller than a given threshold, is merged next into one of its adjacent region, based on maximum likelihood of surfaces. Finally, contours of regions in the subdivision are simpli ed through a simple line simpli cation algorithm. 
Experimental results
The algorithm proposed has been tested on several range images. We show results obtained on a popular test image representing a frame of a drilled cube, containing both plane and curved surfaces (see Figure 2 Figure 3 shows the di erent stages of reconstruction.
Concluding remarks
The results presented are relative to an initial study, which is limited to piecewiselinear surfaces, and thus it is suitable to handle polyhedral scenes. Approximate reconstructions of scenes containing objects with curved surfaces can be obtained as well. An immediate extension consists in using higher order polynomial patches over triangles. Curved patches permit to handle a broader class of range images containing curved surfaces. The method proposed is promising, though we believe that its performances can be highly improved, both in the quality of the results, and in terms of running time.
A further possibility is to adapt a hierarchical triangulation methods 7] to non-continuous surfaces, in order to obtain a multi-scale pyramidal model based on layers of triangulations at di erent levels of resolution. 
